
D
enman Island was particularly well-dressed on
Saturday, October 26, for the Island’s first ever
Wearable Art Fashion Show. Several hundred people

packed the Community Hall for an event that approached the
whole notion of clothing with far more creativity and meaning
than anything found on the catwalks of Paris or Milan.
The term ‘wearable art’ refers to individually designed

handmade clothing or
jewelry that is intended to be
accepted as a serious and
unique artistic creation or
statement. Pieces may be sold
and/or exhibited.
The show was part of the

Denmans Creative Threads
Conspiracy, an annual fabric
arts festival featuring three
days of workshops. Artists
were encouraged to work
with a re-use/re-cycle/re-
purpose theme.
These pieces in the show

truly exemplified the ways
that wearable art is art—they
were incredibly well-crafted,
aesthetically engaging, and
thought-provoking, offering
reflections on humanity,
nature, culture and history, along with delightful infusions of
humour and playfulness.
For those of us who fret about the degree of garbage in our

world (and isn’t that most of us?), there was something
profound in seeing such inspired art made of cast-off objects
that otherwise would fill our dumps and collect in our oceans.
Who, cleaning out their wallet, could have imagined the

gorgeous and sophisticated bright red flapper dress, created by
designer Meredith Murray out of expired Fabricland
membership cards, with matching fascinator? The cards swung
and shimmered as model Margaret Fraser strutted her stuff,

accessorized by a red feather boa.
A similar approach but a totally different aesthetic showed

up in designer/model Riane da Silva's piece entitled In the After
Times. Used onion mesh bags, plastic shopping bags and other
odds and ends combine to create a neo-Victorian steam-punk
outfit, with a sexy corset, cascading skirt, and multi-coloured,
voluminous wig. The make-up and performance had a decidely

android feel, suggesting intriguing questions
just where humanity is going.
A number of pieces made strong

statements about the safety of our oceans: in
Oil Spill, Oil Slick, by designer Kari Glass,
model Susan-Marie Yoshihara slithered along
the runway in an all black, ragged body
envelope with an ominously (and yet
beautifully) shiny black octopus-like
headpiece.
Dangerous Débris, by Mary Jane Stewart,

was made entirely out of garbage from the
shellfish aquaculture industry, washed up on
the shores of Denman Island. As well as being
undeniably stylish, this outfit reflected
growing concerns about the environmental
impacts of this fast-growing industry.
Many pieces told stories, even recorded

history; for instance Sandy Kennedy's
abundant Hall Flower, which covered her
from head to toe with giant colourful flowers,

all made out of old decorating material—tissue paper, fake
apples, shiny baubles —that she’d found stashed in a forgotten
corner of the Community Hall cupboard. The ensemble is
Sandy's hommage to the incredible decorations that islanders
have used to transform the Hall over the years.
There were gorgeous outfits you might wear to a special

event, for instance Isabel Fusey's Bag Lady Raincoat, made out
of old shopping bags (it looked a lotmore chic than it sounds!)
or Jean Cockburn’s gorgeous Shoreline, a multi-layered quilted
and embellished dress/robe/ceremonial ensemble.
And there were pieces not meant to be worn at all. Artist Jude
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Kirk walked the catwalk carrying Celestial Dancer, a sculpture of a dress,
open in front, with a globe—planet earth—resting in its belly. A reverent hush
fell on the room, as we all contemplated this artwork’s varied associations:
the power of woman, implied but invisible, holding the power of life in her
belly; the earth itself, beloved, as fragile as a child about to born; the
insistence on hope that accompanies impending birth...and much more.
Space doesn’t permit me to describe all the wonderful pieces, nor the

incredible performances of the models, many of whom took modelling to
the level of performance art. Under the guise of a fashion show, we were
invited to reconsider—no, more than that, to celebrate—the value of
discarded objects. The evening was a testament to creativity, to a love of
beauty so strong it transforms garbage into art, even when despair might
beckon. This is just what the world needs! 0
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Plenty To Choose Among
Shellfish industry débris must have
given Mary Jane Stewart plenty of
scope for her costume Dangerous
Débris. Eighty-five residents took part
on Denman’s 9th annual beach
cleanup in September. 
‘Approximately two tons (mostly

plastic) was collected and similar to
past years, we estimate that over 90%
is shellfish industry generated, with
much of it reusable,’ comments Edina
Johnston, spokesperson for event
organizer the Association for Denman
Island Marine Stewards (ADIMS).  
‘We’ve had many members of our

community ask, ‘Should we continue to
clean up after the shellfish industry? A
good question and one ADIMS has
considered many times. Media
coverage, meetings with and letters to
government and industry have not
produced the desired outcome. On a

positive note, industry now conducts their own annual
cleanup on the Vancouver Island side of Denman. Sadly, until
the debris is stopped at it’s source, it will just keep washing up
onto our beaches,’ she says.
The organization is currently touring the Gulf Island,

talking about expansion of the shellfish industry. 
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